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Editorials

Surgical Audit
Surgical audit is a cyclical activity that provides a systematic approach to peer review
with the express purpose of improving the quality of surgical care. I It seeks to answer
questions such as: What is the burden of a particular disease? What is the attendance
in an outpatient clinic or the admission rate to a ward? What was the common surgical
intervention? What were the options available or the alternative surgical interven-
tions? What were the alternative non-surgical interventions? How much resource was
consumed? Who could deliver the goods? Was the outcome good or bad? These
questions, if answered regularly or at set intervals, constitute a clinical or surgical
audit. However, if performed with statistical analysis using treatment and control
arms, it becomes clinical research. In an audit, many factors are not controlled and the
comparison is usually with whatever was acceptable practice prior to the audit. For
instance, audit data may show that the results of arterial surgery were better, with
fewer deaths and re-operations in units with specialized vascular surgeons. Reduction
in the rate of wound infection has also been linked to surgical audit. Fewer loco-
regional recurrences were reported when cancer cases were operated upon by those
trained in cancer surgery as opposed to general surgeons. These improvements led to
reduction in the length of hospital stay, which in turn released resources for use
elsewhere.

Maxwell described six dimensions of the quality of health care. These were access
to services, relevance to need, effectiveness, equity, social acceptability and effi-
ciency and economy.' Audit generally has three components-structure, process and
outcome. An audit of structure answers questions such as: Are there enough surgeons,
surgical specialists, hospitals or equipment? Measurement of acitivity such as com-
paring regions for the number of major surgical operations, analysing bed occupancy
rate, operating theatre time utilization, etc. are part of the audit process. However, the
audit of outcome demands establishment of indicators by consensus, followed by the
assessment of effectiveness (a measure of outcome), efficiency (a measure of cost),
and acceptability of an intervention.' A framework for organizing health services data
into subgroups that follow a logical progression-from quantifying the burden of
illness through its likely causes, to validating interventions that prevent or ameliorate
it and evaluating their efficiency, to monitoring the application of these interventions
and coming full circle to determine whether the burden of illness has been reduced-
was described as a measurement iterative loop and a framework for the critical
appraisal of need, benefits and costs of health interventions.'

Clinical audit itself requires a certain discipline on the part of clinicians who have
to record the procedure, follow up and final outcome. Generally, resident doctors and
clinical clerks provide the demographic details of age, sex and address and the clinical
details of history, physical examination and investigation. Senior surgeons should
record the operating details. To this will be added the data provided by the hospital
administration on resource consumption, i.e. expenditure on salary, drugs, appliances
and establishment. A follow up of the useful outcome is also required. The quality of
outcome has to be judged by standard scales or peer review.

Surgical audit requires specific skills and may be an arduous task. Skills in com-
puting, asking relevant research questions and analysing data from records may not
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be easy if the system of auditing has not been conceived and designed a priori.
Unfortunately, stakeholders and health care providers, i.e. governments and national
and international funding agencies, do not insist on audit. Funds flow into the hands
of hospital administrators and clinicians who act on biases rather than hard data from
clinical audit. Major teaching hospitals and district hospitals, where the bulk of
clinical activities take place, are run by local, state or central governments in India,
and do not have an inbuilt mechanism for surgical or clinical audit. Actually, there
may be only a handful of people who have been formally trained to conduct a surgical
audit in India.

Governments too have not allocated funds and created the infrastructure for
clinical audit. Resource allocation and distribution of grants, both planned and
unplanned, are based on how hard an individual has pursued the matter with the
funding agency and how forceful his personality is, rather than on audit data. For
example, across the country, resource allocation for trauma and burn care are much
lower in surgical departments as compared to renal transplantation and cardiac sur-
gery, though it is well known that many more useful lives (younger people) will be
saved (probably of poor people) by advanced trauma care and burn treatment as
opposed to nephrological and cardiological surgical programmes. Research by sur-
geons is rewarded through peer recognition, opportunity for travel, improved self-
image and self-pride and availability of peer reviewed research funds and staff.
Unlike research, audit does not aim to increase the sum of know ledge. Therefore, sur-
geons are known to carry out excellent research projects and ignore audit.

In India, where clinical records of hospitalized patients are generally of poor
standard and only a handful of hospitals may be keeping records of their outpatients,
it is hard to assume that a sensible clinical audit can be conducted. Clinicians in
general, and surgeons in particular, in the majority of instances have not learnt the
habit of recording clinical notes and operative details. Unless the fund allocation, both
planned and unplanned, is linked to audited outcome generation, as was done when
the National Health Scheme (NHS) of the United Kingdom was revised, it is unlikely
that socially justifiable resource consumption will occur. Resource allocation based
on surgical audit will indeed serve as the most important incentive, not only for record
keeping but also for improving patient care and reducing costs, besides creating an
inbuilt mechanism for rewarding those who work for better outcomes.
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